The Founding of ISDA by Graham Healy in 2000. - Graham Healy recruits the first leaders of ISDA. - The subsequent
breakaway by unorthodox means and formation of the ‘breakaway’ association headed by Mr. Greg Gysin called the IIMAA. Master Graham Healy reforms the ISDA and continues with a refreshed vision to carry it towards 2007 and beyond.
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In 2000 Graham Healy had the Vision to form the ISDA and started the long process of recruiting members and associates from
his long involvement with various senior Martial Arts Instructors. He started with Mr. Ross Cameron and held ISDA seminars on
a yearly basis from 2000 to 2005
He spent a lot of his personal time, energy with much personal expense and travel all over NSW and Queensland including
Auckland, NZ. His efforts started to gain momentum with advertising the ISDA in the Australasian Tae kwon Do magazine and
contacting his various past Martial Arts contacts.
In 2002, Master Healy had a disagreement with Mr. Cameron over his conduct in some classes and management of finances in one
ISDA seminar in 2002. Consequently, the unhappy situation led to Mr. Cameron’s departure from the ISDA and after which
Master Healy continued successfully with the VISION.
In 2003 at a Brisbane seminar Master Healy brought in Mr. Greg Gysin (Townsville) and Master Peter Wong, ITF 7th Degree
(Perth) and Master Bernie Korent, 7th Degree (Woolongong)
In 2004 Master Healy brought in Mr. Paul Coppo from (Ingham). Mr. Coppo subsequently brought in Mr Rod Collins and others.
Following a visit to New Zealand by Master Healy, Mr Latu Leonga was also involved more seriously after an ‘unhappy’
departure from Yun Jung Do. In various discussions especially with Mr. Greg Gysin who was a former employee of Master
Healy’s when he was the owner and principal of Healy’s Health and Fitness Center in Townsville in 1989-94. Also
Mr. Healy was responsible for bringing Mr. Gysin to a ‘Yun Jun Do Seminar’ and introducing him to Grandmaster Yun in 1993.
This was sponsored by Mr. Healy at NFC Hall, Townsville, where the special guest was GM Yun.
Mr. Healy was the Chief Instructor for GM Yun for North Queensland in Yun Jung Do.
I spoke to most of the ISDA senior Instructors and attempted to ‘expand their VISION’ and convinced them that they had become
‘Masters of their own Martial Art systems’ over the years.
At that time they were worried about ‘what the other Martial Arts schools would say?
My answer to that question was – it all matters to who is doing the ‘recognizing’.
This was difficult for them to comprehend at the time. However, eventually I was able to convince them to ‘recognize and qualify’
themselves as the ‘group’ with authority to grant recognition and would provide such recognition at the levels they had actually
and historically achieved as Independent Instructors’ over time.
This led to the Introduction of the ISDA Recognition or RPL.
As I had convinced the ISDA Instructors at the time that if they were to consider and evaluate their achievements, time, and
historical significance compared to any other ‘traditional martial arts school’ or International Grading Standards that the
Dan levels were far above their existing grades because they had all become
INDEPENDANT INSTRUCTORS creating their own Martial Art Systems.

Just before the 2005 seminar Mr. Ross Cameron contacted Mr. Greg Gysin.
He had spent over two years, even before the 2003 Brisbane Seminar, unjustly criticizing the ISDA and especially Master Healy
to Mr. Greg Gysin. His original reason for getting in touch with Mr Gysin was to try to convince Mr.Gysin not to attend the
Seminar 2003, saying that ISDA was ‘a lost cause.’
Mr.Greg Gysin contacted Master Graham Healy and reported these conversations directly to Master Healy
Master Healy advised Mr. Greg Gysin that Mr. Cameron was unnecessarily ‘negative’ and was ‘envious’ that ISDA still went
ahead as planned over 2003 and 2004 irrespective of Mr. Cameron’s ‘negative’ ‘input’ and unjust criticism.
After the highly successful and debt-free ISDA seminars in Brisbane in 2003 and Townsville in 2004
Mr.Cameron again contacted Mr.Gysin regarding re-joining the ISDA and his attitude had changed since realizing
the ISDA ‘VISION’ was continuing without him .
Mr. Gysin appealed to Master Healy to ‘forgive’ and forget’ Mr. Cameron’s transgressions and re-admit him into the ISDA fold
once again . Master Healy acted on Mr.Gysins recommendation and re-instated Mr.Cameron in a spirit ‘goodwill’ and ‘good faith’
and ‘forgiveness’ and the 2005 ISDA ‘combined seminar’ was conducted in Mossman North Queensland.
(This was a decision I later lived to regret as the combination of Mr. Cameron and Mr. Gysin turned out to be most detrimental
and unfortunate to the ‘First generation leadership’ of the ISDA).
It was unfortunate that at the ISDA September seminar in Mossman in 2005 a dispute arose between the founder of ISDA,
Master Graham Healy and the ‘Committee’ over sponsorship funding which resulted
in a ‘split’ of the ‘old generation leadership’ ISDA .
Unfortunately, they became hostile, resulting in Mr. Gysin forming and heading up another Association.
Doing this behind my back (Master Graham Healy), I am inclined to believe as most dishonorable, disrespectful and underhanded.
You don’t ‘steal’ another mans VISION. Such means is destined for disaster and the methods by which Mr.Gysin went about
doing this will in-turn ‘come back upon him’ in a similar fashion as the universal principal of
“you will reap what you sow, whether Good or Bad”
Nevertheless ,with such being the case, Master Graham Healy re-formed the
NEW GENERATION ISDA Pty. Ltd.
and continued with a completely ‘non hostile’ Management Team to continue the
ISDA VISION.
Although, Master Graham Healy is sadly disappointed in the ‘previous leadership’ of ISDA Instructors, this has not held Master
Healy back in completing the ISDA VISION and PURPOSE
and fulfilling the Mission of RECOGNITION , EDUCATION and ASSOCIATION with renewed
VIGOR and PURPOSE in 2007 and beyond.
ISDA Pty Ltd. can now facilitate Government Recognized & Approved Certificate Courses through ISDA ‘PREFERED’
REGISTERED TRAINING ORGANIZATIONS (R.T.O’s)
This Includes:
*Certificate (4) Sports Coaching Courses
* ‘MASTER CLASS’ R.P.L. recognized prior Learning Courses are available as a 8-day bridging course for Senior Instructors
in Martial Arts to gain ‘sports Coaching certification’ and therefore be Australian Government recognized & Qualified and as a
result be ‘qualified’ for legal Insurance also available and facilitated by ISDA’s preferred Referral System:
*Certificate (4) Personal Training Qualifications
*Senior First Aid
*Blue Card for Children
*Legally Valid Insurances for :
*Personal Trainers

*Registration with Fitness Australia and Fitness Queensland
*Martial arts Instructors Insurance.
(note: Martial Arts Insurance must have certified Sports Coaching plus Current First-Aid to Legally Qualify).
ISDA Pty Ltd headed by the original Founder and VISIONARY Master Graham Healy, has now become a major facilitator or
brokerage to assist Independent Martial Arts Instructors to achieve Australian Government Recognized Qualifications, Legal
Insurance and Grading Recognition R.P.L.’s now available for all Genuine Instructors with proven Integrity & Honesty.

www.isdaselfdefence.com
or email
healyshealthandfitness@hotmail.com
or phone
Graham Healy Mob 0411 393 503

Special Letter of explanation by Master Graham Healy.
I believe it necessary to explain the departure of the ‘old generation leadership’ of ISDA in this article.
All records regarding financial dealings, lawyers letters, sponsorship letters etc are kept in the ISDA files for future
reference and are available to interested parties, students, Instructors etc., For any further questions regarding this matter or the
integrity of ISDA Pty Ltd., its Director or its Management Advisors, please feel free to contact the ISDA office.
The ISDA Pty Ltd remains totally transparent in its dealings in Business and
especially in the expectations with Business Sponsorships towards any venture in association with the ISDA.
The ISDA will not tolerate questionable methods or practices of distribution of Funds by unauthorized persons.
Such things have happened and tolerated in organizations in the past.
A proper structure has been now set in place for the FUTURE SECURITY of ISDA Pty Ltd. through incorporation and
registration with Australian Securities Investment Commission ASIC.
Master Graham Healy is not only the Founder of ISDA since 2000 but also has been the
KEY FINANCIER of ISDA over the years.
With much energy and effort, on his part
Business Sponsorships were achieved with the most recent being $4,000 Sep 2005
(from Cashback Australia and Mr. Edward Lancaster - ‘Cashback Founder’).
Ownership of these funds were passed to Master Healy’s business account ABN 50-711-604-560
and a signed ‘letter of ownership authorizing Master Healy
as full legal owner of all sponsorship funding’ written and signed by Mr. Lancaster.
Unauthorized re-distribution of these funds headed by Mr.Gysin was the prime factor behind the departure of the ‘old generation
leadership’ of ISDA and the subsequent formation by Mr. Gysin of the IIMAA (International Independent Martial Arts Alliance).
Conversely, Master Healy has continued to contribute to the ISDA’s Vision with renewed vigor and direction and purpose.
My personal Integrity Challenge to Mr.Gysin of IIMAA is that the outstanding amount of
$1,945.50 that was illegally re-distributed by him on 6th Feb 2006 (after he officially resigned on the 1st feb 2006)

BE PAID TO A CHARITY OF HIS CHOICE to set the records straight.

In the meantime its Business as usual for ISDA Pty Ltd as the VISION CONTINUES; and let me publicly state that I have already
‘forgiven’ Mr. Gysin. However, a written apology from Mr. Gysin of IIMAA to Master Healy of ISDA and the payment as
indicated above would be the only honorable thing to do. Awaiting your reply Mr Gysin in this matter!

Yours faithfully,

Master Graham Healy
founder & creator of ISDA since 2000
www.isdaselfdefence.com

